Physiological and clinical aspects in COVID-19
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Abstract. There is a new public health crises threatening globally with the emergence and spread of 2019 novel coronavirus (COVID-19) or the severe acute respiratory syndrome corona virus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). In very recent decade we have seen endemic outbreaks in the form of Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS CoV) and severe acute respiratory syndrome related coronavirus (SARS-CoV). Now we again see the emergence of another serious outbreak due to a new strain called the SARS-CoV-2 virus. This SARS-CoV-2 initially presented as pneumonia of unknown etiology with group of symptoms including fever, dry cough and shortness of breath in a cluster of patients in December 2019 Wuhan, China. COVID-19 now has quickly became a health emergency now across worldwide. SARS-CoV-2 is a newly emerging human infectious corona virus that causes COVID-19, now this has been recognized as a pandemic by the World Health Organization (WHO) on 11th March, 2020. Because of the pathogenesis and proliferation pathways of COVID-19 are still unknown the development of vaccine was not developed yet and definitive treatment was not implemented. Therefore, in this article, new potential COVID-19 therapies are briefly reviewed. The world is in emergent need for searching of possible medications for COVID-19.
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Introduction

Novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV), officially known as severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), the etiological agent (Corona Virus Disease 2019) COVID-19 was emerged in Wuhan city, Hubei province of China in December, 2020. On 11th March 2020, The World Health Organization (WHO) declared this disease as pandemic [1]. Despite with drastic containment measures, the COVID-19 outbreak has taken lives of people almost more than 1,20,437 number worldwide, with the number of those contracting the virus surpassing 1,934,128 (as of April 14, 2020) [2]. India has reported 10,541 confirmed cases including 358 death cases till date (as of April 14, 2020) [3]. Fortunately so far, children was infrequently affected with almost very less or nil death rates. But the future course of this pandemic virus is still unknown to us. This review article gives a clear bird’s eye view point about this new emerged pandemic virus as knowledge about this virus is rapidly evolving, readers who urges to update themselves regularly.
Methodology

Relevant studies were identified and extracted by irrespective of time and a comprehensive search in database search engines namely Pub Med, Scopus, Science Direct and Google Scholar. Irrelevant studies were excluded in this review article. Terms were typed and searched as “COVID-19”, “SARS-CoV-2” and “2019-nCOV” in titles, abstracts and keywords. After that, ongoing and completed clinical trials, clinical reports, case reports and suggestions for potential medications against treatment of COVID-19 were also briefly reviewed.

Aetiology

CoVs are positive-stranded RNA viruses with a crown-like appearance when looked under an electron microscope (coronam means crown in Latin) due to the presence of glycoprotein spikes on the envelope. The subfamily classifies into four genera of CoVs: Alphacoronavirus (alpha CoV), Betacoronavirus [(beta CoV) further the betaCoV genus divides into five subgenera or lineages], Deltacoronavirus (delta CoV) and Gammacoronavirus (gamma CoV) [4]. Genomic data when analysed shown that most probably bats and rodents are the gene sources of alpha CoVs and beta CoVs while the avian species seem to represent the gene sources of deltaCoVs and gammaCoVs. Members of this large group of viruses can cause mainly respiratory problems also intestinal, hepatocellular and neurological diseases in different animal species. Till date, seven humanCoVs (HCoVs) are capable of infecting human beings have been identified so far. Some of HCoVs were identified in the mid-era 1960s, while others were detected in the recent new era. In general, data suggests that 2 % of the human population are healthy carriers of a CoV and that these viruses are responsible for about 5 % to 10 % of acute respiratory infections in them [5]. Which is again dependent on the immunity of particular person. Ig M, the first antibody to be appear in the acute stage if SARS-CoV which can be detected within in three days which is recommended by diagnosis and treatment. Guidelines on Novel Corona virus Disease were formed for diagnosis.

The epidemiology of COVID-19: In December 2019, outbreak initially presented as pneumonia of unknown etiologic in a cluster of patients in Wuhan, China and now has quickly become a health emergency across worldwide. The number of cases started increasing exponentially, those who did not have any kind of exposure to the live animal market which suggests the fact that person-to-person transmission was occurring [6]. The first fatal case was reported on 11th Jan 2020 in china while massive migration of Chinese during the Chinese New Year fuelled the cause of epidemic. The first case of covid–19 pandemic in India was reported on 30th January-2020 and kept gradually rising. Keeping this point of view Indian prime minister Mr. Narendra Modi announced a voluntary curfew for public on 22nd March 2020, further it was extended as lock down initially for 21 days from 24th march and extended up to 3rd May,2020. According to a study from Shiv Nadir University, India might have witnessed a massive spill of 31k cases of covid-19 victims between 24th march and 14th April without lockdown [7]. In India the spread of pandemic was under control due to lockdown by limiting person to person spread.

Pathophysiology of Covid–19: Glycoprotein spikes present on the envelope of covid-19 have the antigenic nature binds with the ACE-2 receptors present in respiratory system in humans [8, 9]. Some studies also suggested that the SARS-CoV2 uses the same pathway into cellular entry. After attaching with the ACE -2 receptors the viral genomic material RNA released into the cytoplasm of host cells. Then RNA translates the two proteins pp1a and pp1ab which forms replication transcription complex (RTC). Regularly RTC replicates and synthesise nested sub genomic RNAs which is responsible for production of accessory proteins and structured proteins components. Thus, formation of a new viral particle buds [10]. On the basis of previous studies done on other CoVs, especially SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV only the immunological responses can be explained. In general, at first after a virus enters into host either by exposed or cross contamination, it is first get recognized by the hosts innate immune system through pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) including C-type lectin-like receptors, Toll-like receptor (TLR), NOD-like receptor (NLR) and RIG-1 like receptor (RLR) as well [11]. Then through different pathways,
the virus induces the expression of inflammatory factors, maturation of dendritic cells and production of type I interferons (IFNs) which accelerates macrophage phagocytosis of viral antigens by limiting their spreading [11]. However, the N protein present in SARSCoV can help the virus escape from the exposure to immune responses in host as soon as adaptive immune response joins the fight against the viruses. While the CD4+ B and CD8+ T lymphocyte cells play an important role by stimulating CD4+ B cells produce virus-specific antibodies and CD8+ T cells directly kill virus-infected cells and produce pro inflammatory cytokines. However, CoV can inhibit functions of T cells by promoting apoptosis of T cells [12,13]. COVID-19 might affect only the human lungs because it is mainly a respiratory disease. The primary mode of infection is via spraying droplets from infected individual either by cough or sneeze from person-to-person transmission through close contact. COVID-19 most probably have asymptomatic incubation period between 2 and 14 days during which the virus can be highly transmitted [14]. With various clinical reports on SARS and MERS, the most common symptoms of COVID-19 are fever, severe fatigue, head ache, cough, diarrhoea and shortness of breath with other respiratory symptoms. In addition, when 41 hospitalized patients were analysed they founded with high-levels of pro inflammatory cytokines including IL-2, IL-7, IL-10, G-CSF, IP-10, MCP-1, MIP-1A and TNFα were observed in the COVID-19 severe cases [15]. This “cytokine burst” causing respiratory distress syndrome and may potentially leads to death. At present, the mortality rate of COVID-19 in India is approximately 3.4 % which are caused by multi-system failure especially in elderly people.

Present knowledge of treatment in COVID-19 patients

No doubt antiviral and supportive treatments are very important in the treatment of patients with COVID-19. As cytokine burst is relatively common in severe cases and often leads to the exacerbation, anti-inflammation therapy may help in preventing further injury in such case. As we already know, there are a variety of anti-inflammatory medications, including non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, glucocorticoids, chloroquine/ hydroxychloroquine, immunosuppressant’s, inflammatory cytokines antagonists (such as IL-6R monoclonal antibodies, TNF inhibitors, IL-1 antagonists, Janus kinase inhibitors (JAKs) etc., Siddiqui and Mehra suggested that tailored therapy in stage III hinges on the use of immunomodulatory agents to reduce systemic inflammation primarily before it overwhelmingly results in multi-organ dysfunction. In this phase, use of corticosteroids may be justified in concern with the use of cytokine inhibitors such as tocilizumab (IL-6 inhibitor) or anakinra (IL-1 receptor antagonist). Intravenous immune globulin (IV Ig) may also play a role in modulating an immune system that is in a hyper inflammatory state. Overall, the prognosis and recovery from this critical stage of illness is poor, and prompt recognition and application of such therapy may have the greatest yield [16, 17].

At present, systemic glucocorticoids administration was empirically used for severe complications in order to suppress cytokine burst manifestations in patients with COVID-19, such as ARDS, acute heart injuries, acute kidney complication and also patients with higher D-dimer levels [18—20]. However, there is no evidence from randomized clinical trials to support the glucocorticoids treatment for COVID-19. Chen et al. reported 19 (19 %) patients were treated with glucocorticoids for 3—15 days (median 5 [18, 21—24]) and methyl prednisolone (1—2 mg/kg per day) are recommended for patients with ARDS, for as short as duration of treatment is possible [25].

Conclusion from physiological point of view:

Hence we conclude based on the available data that there was a strong binding between SARS-CoV-19 and ACE2 receptor causing respiratory distress in affected people. But as of now no specific antiviral treatment was recommended for COVID-19 and vaccine was not yet currently available. The treatment is completely symptomatic and oxygen therapy has major treatment intervention for patients with those having severe infection. We recommend as best of our knowledge ACE2 inhibitors in small doses can be given in infected and healthy population and drugs that inhibit S-protein ACE2 interaction. If this is followed the cytokine burst will be decreased and less chances of respiratory distress syndrome. So this would be definitely a precautionary step.
As on the basis of previous studies on COVID-19 there was cytokine burst in people who affected with covid-19 pathogen. This was responsible for causing various respiratory breathing complications especially in elderly people and children due to low immunity levels and even causing morbidity.

From the available knowledge regarding the treatment of COVID-19 many studies suggested to boost up immune system while on other hand studies suggest glucocorticoids treatment to suppress cytokine activity to escape from these complications, antiviral drugs remdesivir and chloroquine are highly effective with safety inhibitors, peptide (EK1), RNA synthesis inhibitors desivir and chloroquine are highly effective with safety inhibitors, peptide (EK1), RNA synthesis inhibitors desivir and chloroquine are highly effective with safety indicators of mortality due to COVID-19 based on an analysis of data of 150 patients from Wuhan, China. Intensive Care Med. 2020; 28(2):836—843. doi: 10.1007/s00134-020-05733-3.

These suggestions can be viewed and might be useful in the effective treatment of COVID-19 infection.
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